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About This Game

Hello puzzle solver! Fitzzle is a unique expansion of the classic jigsaw puzzle style games. Instead of frustratingly trying to
match oddly shaped pieces Fitzzle uses squares but maintains the fun puzzle completion goals you would experience with a

jigsaw puzzle. Puzzles are randomly created each play through with over 2,000 puzzle combinations for a new experience each
play through. The squares on the left need to perfectly fit into the image on the right. You clear out the corresponding squares
and merge the two images together. Puzzle difficulty increases as you advance through 50 levels of puzzle fun. You can also
choose from 3 difficulty settings to limit the amount of time available to merge the images. If you enjoy solving puzzles then

Fitzzle Mighty Bears is a sure thing for puzzle fun.

Feautres:
50 Levels

Unique Cubesaw Puzzle Style
Increasing Puzzle Difficulty
Multiple Difficulty Settings
Randomly Created Puzzles
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fitzzle mighty bears

I like it. Fun racing game.. Edit- The game works fine now and it is much better than the free version on the internet, its weirdly
addicting..unless you used to work retail then it will probably bring back bad memories of being on the tills, I have left my old
review just in case people want to see what was fixed.

OLD REVIEW-
--I want to recommend this game but in its current state the bugs are too game breaking, on day 3 iv had items just refusing to
go in the bag and forcing me to restart, this happened to me twice, and then the coupon refusing to go into the register after I
scanned it, If and when these get fixed I will update my review.--. nice game recommend. Wow. I was expecting some low
budget cheesy spin off but this isnt too bad, infact I've enjoyed what Ive seen so far a lot. As a huge Mortal Kombat fan I think
they have done the series justice. Casting is really good, great to see some famous faces.. Lake Ridden has an identity crisis.

It tries to be a puzzle game, a walking simulator and have some kind of mystery narration. Some good, but the bad ones are
repeated. As a walking simulator, you can open cupboards and pick up items, but apart from the forest, there's nothing to look
at. The story is told with letters and quite bad voice acting, and in the ending, I'm not even sure who talked or what was
happening overall. There's also hints of a horror game... walking with a lantern, lighting up torches and candles can feel a bit like
Amnesia, though the soundtrack is calming and all the other scary bits are missing.

Rather than being free investigation, the story just pushes the player to the right location and puzzle. Maybe I was expecting this
to be a myst-like similar to Quern and Obduction.. I try to use this with ableton 9. as a plug in it works but not as a MAX for live
feature. keeps giving error messages.
Also, Norton deletes the EXE claiming it has a virus. What's going on Steam???. Despite being the third game in the series, Last
Heroes 3 lacks polish and has several novice mistakes. I didn't come in this game expecting a masterpiece whatsoever, but honestly,
it was worse than I expected.

It was nothing memorable except that finishing this game really just felt like a chore, especially when bosses run out of MP,
after which the game becomes an enter button-mashing fest (because the last four bosses including the final boss, who's a
twist villain don't attack anymore if they run out).

Battles are mostly either Amelia attacking all the enemies while the others can target only one (or two\/three random
enemies in the case of Darwin, and thankfully they all do eventually get skills at attack all enemies) and in some cases,
Clair using the heck out of Recover, or mass attacking and mass healing, while Roland is Weapon, Armor, and Spirit
Cursing, making the boss' stats a joke while exhausting their MP.

Some events don't even occur even if you reach the area of the event itself (includes the final dungeon), which can be fixed
with an event copy and paste in the game's engine, RPG Maker VX.

Enemies can corner you tightly and at some cases, makes running away possible (might not be a con to some people but is
noteworthy). The enemy sprites are still even to approach and attack you during major cut scenes, another sign of a lack of
polish.

The environments feel generic and feel like they're pretty much identical, except with different tilesets, the dungeons just feel
like they've been made by the random generator, and the story and characters were bland, with the former also being
pointless because Amelia's mother wasn't even in the continent.. It was mostly going to point A to point B with not much
interesting with characters who have uninteresting dialogue. The story is literally just doing random quests just to know the
prison's location, and then one of the quest givers becomes a villain just comes in the end because... he wanted them to die
while doing the quests?

However, the music was nice (even if there was quite a bit of reusing which while makes it repetitive, I don't really mind),
and at least it was a decent time waster when I needed a break, but those don't really mend a bit of this game's fatal flaws.I
know that this game is a budget title, so quality like this might be expected. I wouldn't care much about the bland world if at
least felt a bit fun and polished, which it wasn't. With all the flaws piling up, even with the game's price dropping so low
during a sale (bought it during the Autumn 2017 Sale), I still can't recommend it.
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 RPG Maker can really make something worthwhile if a lot of heart is put into it, but this just feels very lazy and rushed.
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Pretty good for a "snake game".. The controls are a little hard to get used to but its a fun little game. I think there should be a
currency in the game there almost is in the game... It says an item will cost 50 currency then gives it to you for free. Aslo if it
could have multiplayer and even more races that would make it so much better. I finished the race and got first place in about
half an hour. Please make more features!!. I liked the art and minimalistic approach, but gameplay is not for the people whose
not so called "speedrunners" (which i am not anymore). I think will pass this one..Really want to like it though.. I don't have any
VR equipment, However it plays fine on my normal flatscreen monitor using a Xbox One Controller. This game is very much
like a limted version of Star Trek Bridge Commander. It looks a million times better but has less ships and stations than BC with
Mods. I play both and for Capataining the 1701 i prefer Bridge Crew because of how great it looks. It does get repetitive. but its
still a lot of fun and worth the purchase, especially if its on sale!. An amazing follow-up to an amazing original, this novel
delivers even more thrills, chills, and spills (I'm so sorry) than the original. In fact, a number of choices had me stressing out for
approximately twenty minutes deciding which way to lean; not even a Bioware game has ever done this to me. Play and read it.
You'll be glad you did.. I feel bad cause this game is a half step away from being pretty entertaining. Your experience is highly
dependent on the RNG and it ultimately drags out gameplay so much that the boosts of excitement you get from new content are
too far away from each other. Could be fixed with an alternate play mode or difficulty setting.
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